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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Bowlby’s attachment theory (AT) remains a popular way to understand infant, child, adolescent, and even adult and family dysfunction. However, attachment theory, which has not changed significantly since its inception, is a reductive theory that ignores a wider range of human needs and has caused significant hardship and trauma. The limitations of this model, particularly when applied outside the Eurocentric and ethnocentric frames of mainstream psychology, are well known.

APPROACH: In this article, we suggest it is time to replace the reductive theory of needs that underpins AT with a comprehensive theory, one that could help us develop a less ideological, healthier, and more empirically informed approach to socialisation and social care; one that might help us answer Abraham Maslow’s eupsychian question which is how to build a society capable of actuating the full potential of all its citizens.

CONCLUSIONS: The answer is simply this: the only way to actualise full human potential is to move the locus of human health and full development away from a single female, or even a single nuclear family, to a village, a community, and a society that understands humanity’s complex constellation of needs and that is consequently and exclusively geared towards meeting those needs.
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In Western colonial psychology, attachment theory (AT) remains a respected and profoundly influential way to understand infant, childhood, adolescent, and even adult, attachment behaviour (Mercer, 2011). Despite criticism, attachment to attachment theory has not declined but has, with the birth of the internet, intensified (Rosabal-Coto et al., 2017), with “more articles being published on the subject in the last 5 years than the preceding 25 years combined” (Yip et al., 2018, p. 185).
Attachment theory itself derives from Bowlby’s research on delinquent children (Bowlby, 1944) and his work with the World Health Organisation on institutionalised children in post-war Europe, both of which presented to him the reality that children in institutions or foster homes suffered serious cognitive and emotional impairment (Bowlby, 1966). Bowlby theorised the impairments were caused by maternal deprivation, or the absence of a loving and nurturing mother or “permanent mother-substitute,” the so-called monotropic model (Voges et al., 2019). In his seminal research study, Bowlby asserted that separation from, and lack of attachment to, the primary female caregiver was an essential determinant of future mental health (Bowlby, 1966, p. 11).

Why did Bowlby focus on the mother and not something else, like under-staffing of an institution, physical confinement, or institutional violence, all of which are common experiences in institutional settings. Because, according to Bowlby, infants and young children were biologically primed to attach to mothers and this attachment itself was critical for long-term health. Why the mothers and not the fathers? Initially, psychologists theorised this was because mothers met the infant’s physiological needs (Bowlby, 1982), but after Harlow’s experiments, demonstrated that cuddle time or “contact comfort” was important, Bowlby suggested infants have a biologically rooted instinct to attach to the mother because they need protection from predators, because without that secure protection they would not be able to safely explore the world around them. This need for protection resulted, according to Bowlby, in the evolutionary development of an attachment behavioural system that motivates all living organisms to attach to their mothers (Bowlby, 1982).

Given the persistence and consistent respect afforded to his theory of attachment, one would think it quite special. However, even a quick perusal of Bowlby’s book (1982) finds a purposely reductive perspective narrowly focused on safety and security needs and the attached mother’s ability to meet these needs as the key driver of psychological and emotional health and pathology. Bowlby himself originally considered pathogenic outcomes may be driven by other factors and needs, like parental conflict, mixed emotional messaging, “an excessive demand for love and reassurance on the part of a parent” (Bowlby, 1966, p. 13), and even the need to learn (Bowlby, 1982, p. 223). He was also clearly aware of institutional drivers of physical, cognitive, and emotional disease, like under-staffing, physical confinement, institutional violence, and maltreatment (Follan & Minnis, 2010). Finally, he was aware of socioeconomic factors, like poverty, even going so far as to recommend dramatic increases in financial, medical, psychological, emotional, and daily supports (Bowlby, 1966) to facilitate better individual and family outcomes; however, he ultimately rejects an expanded conceptualisation of attachment and psychological pathology and reduces an otherwise complicated developmental situation in two ways. One, he reduces the causes and functions of attachment to the single biological need for safety and security. Two, he reduces the satisfaction of that need to the responsibility of a single, female caregiver.

Why does Bowlby reduce a complicated situation in this fashion? We can think of a few reasons. Number one, Bowlby was a scientist and among scientists there is an overtly stated preference for parsimonious theories—the application of Occam’s Razor—because better theories are always simpler theories (Beck, 1943; Nelson, 1936). This principle likely motivated Bowlby to find the simplest explanation for the pathology he observed. Number two, Bowlby was heavily influenced by the Darwinian zeitgeist, citing him throughout his book Attachment Theory. His understanding of Darwinian theory suggested he reduce human behaviour to simple selection pressures. As he stated in
his book, he wanted to find the “essential advantage” (Bowlby, 1982, p. 226) that led to the natural selection of attachment behaviour. For Bowlby, that was the protection from predators that mothers provided. Infants and children that attached and did not wander off into the wilderness would be more likely to survive, which would naturally select children with propensity to attach. This was the essential evolutionary advantage that drove the evolutionary development of Bowlby’s “attachment behaviour system.”

A third reason for the reduction may have been ideological, a factor that has recently come to the attention of psychological theorists attempting to extricate themselves and their discipline from the suppressive influence of Eurocentric thinking and neoliberal ideology (Carr & Batlle, 2015). Essentially, Bowlby and others present a theory of human development and human pathology, a sexist model of child development, that is patriarchal and Eurocentric and that elevates a capitalist model of socialisation that pushes responsibility for childcare into the lonely lap of the isolated, unpaid homemaker because this allows for the cheap reproduction of the labour force (Gorz, 1999). Attachment theory, born from the loins of Eurocentric and patriarchal scientists, conveniently provides “scientific” justification for neoliberal policies that minimise the necessity and cost of state supports (Rippeyoung, 2013).

Parsimony, Darwinian reductionism, and capitalist/Eurocentric bias may explain the double theoretical reduction; whatever the reasons, however, a key question is: Is the doubly reductive nature of attachment theory a problem? The answer depends on the empirical sufficiency of the theory, whether or not the reductive focus has been harmful, and whether the popularity of the theory has limited our understanding of attachment and human development. If the theory does not reflect the actual complexity of reality, if it has caused harm in any way, and if it has undermined better theorisation, then the reductive theory is a problem.

It is possible to question the empirical sufficiency of the theory. As already noted, even a cursory reading of Bowlby’s seminal work provides evidence against reducing human pathology down to an attachment failure. That is, Bowlby himself reports many contributing factors, like institutional violence, under-staffing, poverty, parental psychopathology, and more, all of which make the reduction of human pathology to maternal attachment highly suspect. Beyond Bowlby, awareness of the reductive, normative, Eurocentric, and colonial functions of AT have led to calls for rethinking (Carr & Batlle, 2015; McCarthy & Gillies, 2018; Neckoway et al., 2007). More recent theorists have rejected monotropic assumptions and acknowledged that children attach to more than just their mothers (Rutter, 1995, p. 551) and for more than just reasons of security. They attach to fathers when they are around, friends early on, organisations, priests, influencers, and workplaces as well. They attach to mothers and others because mothers and others meet their other needs, like the need for love or the need for truth or the need for esteem. Researchers have also pointed out attachment requirements extend beyond infancy and early childhood into a second “sensitive period” in adolescence where adolescents require “attachment security” as much as, or more, than infants and young children (Cassidy et al., 2013).

In addition to its obvious empirical insufficiency, the double reduction has indeed caused harm. Underlying gender stereotypes support an unequal division of labour in the home that privileges the male and requires a double-day from females. Notions that children are primed to attach to mothers, and that mothers are primarily responsible for mental and emotional health, help downplay the importance of costly community and state supports. Placing primary responsibility on an isolated female leads to negative mental and physical consequences for women, particularly single-parents (Hays, 1998), who end up bearing the
lion’s share of a family’s emotional labour (Strazdins & Broom, 2004), and who must also deal with the “inevitable accompaniment of maternal guilt” (Rosabal-Coto et al., 2017, p. 337) that accrues when they cannot complete the otherwise impossible task of raising a healthy child on their own. AT has also imposed serious disadvantages on Indigenous families, particularly through the child and family intervention systems (Choate et al., 2020) where “disorganized attachment” has been used as a marker of abusive parenting and as justification for child intervention and removal (White et al., 2019). It is also possible that the reductive focus has harmed children directly. Infants and children have many needs, not just a need for security. Reducing the constellation of needs to a single need provided by a single agent not only directs research attention but parental attention as well. Parents, and indeed an entire society, fixated on Bowlby’s single need may very well end up undermining full child development.

Finally, Bowlby’s reductive theorization may have also blocked critical awareness of the deficiencies of the Capitalist model of socialisation and it may have stymied more sophisticated and critical theorisation. The Eurocentric and ideologically rooted presumptions that extant capitalist socialisation processes (processes that foreground gender, a gendered division of labour, individuality, self-sufficiency, independence, and early detachment from parents and family) are necessarily an advance over earlier, more collectively oriented, systems means AT researchers have only recently begun to ask critical questions of the dominant European systems of socialization. It is important to ask these questions since, as critical theorists have long pointed out (Fanon, 1963), European systems of socialisation are incredibly toxic, having more to do with ideology and the imposition of capitalist-friendly socialisation (read worker training) practices and relational styles (Anony, 1980; McCarthy & Gillies, 2018) conducive to worker exploitation and consumer accumulation than they are about health, wellbeing, and the actualisation of full human potential. The key point is, capitalist socialisation practices, which attachment theorists implicitly elevate, are arguably toxic. We can see the toxicity of the colonial socialisation system clearly when we look at residential schools which remove children and place them in violent institutional settings so that they can be trained and assimilated as worker bees; however, we do not see the toxicity when we look at the standard European practices, which also remove children from the home at an early age and place them in violent and underfunded institutional settings designed to prepare them for a place in the workforce via indoctrination and assimilation. When dysfunction, disease, and failed actualisation results, rather than looking at the colonial socialisation process in general, we lay the blame on mothers and their children.

Despite the questionable reductionist perspective initiated by Bowlby, there can be no doubt that attachment is an important thing, and that it is cross-culturally significant. The question is though, how to properly understand attachment? We suggest a simple way forward is to reduce the double reduction. Steps have been taken in this direction. The rejection of a monotropic view of attachment has opened awareness that we attach to more than just the mother. Research has demonstrated that we attach to other significant figures, groups (Murphy & Coats, 1999) and organisations (Frazier et al., 2015; Hazan & Shaver, 1990; Yip et al., 2018). While a step in the right direction, these attempts are insufficient. Not only have they failed to push back the conservative, monotropic narrative (Rippeyoung, 2013), but the theory retains its reductive focus on a single biological root of attachment (Kammrath & Clifton, 2018; Schore & Schore, 1994). As one scholar notes, “Bowlby’s attachment theory, one of the last of the ‘grand theories,’ has not been replaced or extensively reworked” (Mercer, 2011, p. 42). Rejecting the monotropic model is not enough. Clearly, more is needed.
Expanding the base—The seven essential needs

One possibly fruitful way forward is to extend the biological basis for attachment beyond Bowlby’s reductionist emphasis on the single need for safety and security to other established human needs. We suggest, therefore, the Circle of Seven Essential Needs as the model from which to understand, not only the significance and dynamics of attachment, but also the key parameters of human health and development. The circle is illustrated in Figure 1 below.

The circle represents the sum total of all needs that humans must meet if they are to grow up healthy and strong. The circle itself is organised into three concentric circles, an outer circle of basic needs and two inner circles, one representing our need for alignment and the other representing our need for connection.

Where did this circle of needs come from? It is inspired, in part, by Abraham Maslow’s career-spanning efforts to provide a comprehensive list of human needs. His attempt began in 1943 with the publication of his seminal work, ‘A Theory of Human Motivation’.
of two seminal articles (Maslow, 1943a, 1943b) wherein he identified two hierarchies of needs: a hierarchy of basic needs which included physiological, safety, love/belonging, esteem, and self-actualisation needs, and a second “small hierarchy” of cognitive needs (Maslow, 1943a, p. 385), which included our biologically rooted needs to know “the facts” and understand how it all works together (Maslow, 1943a, p. 385). Maslow’s theory was not static. As his work progressed, he expanded his original conceptualisation of basic and cognitive needs to include aesthetic needs (Maslow, 1954), the needs for creative outlets (Hoffman, 1999), and the need for “transcendence”, which he set as the highest need. As he says in his notebook on eupsychian management, “We must ultimately assume at the highest theoretical levels of eupsychian theory, a preference or a tendency to identify with more and more of the world, moving toward the ultimate of mysticism, a fusion with the world, or peak experience, cosmic consciousness, and so on” (Maslow, 1965, p. 33, emphasis added).

By the end of his career, Maslow’s theory had evolved to be quite comprehensive. So why not just use his conceptualisations or his iconic pyramid of needs to expand AT? Why a novel presentation? For several reasons. For one, his theory of needs is disjointed and scattered. He added to his theory throughout his career but was not able to provide an updated systematisation and refinement before his premature death. A second reason is that Maslow’s original conceptualisation of needs as a hierarchy of prepotency has been criticised for being internally inconsistent (Bouzenita & Boulanouar, 2016), empirically weak (Soper et al., 1995), ethnocentric (Townsend & Wrathall, 1997), sexist (Nicholson, 2001), and neoliberal, encouraging us to focus “more on personal growth than on social reform” (Aron, 1977, p. 13). Some have suggested, quite correctly, that the characterisation of human needs in a hierarchy with “self” actualisation at the top of a pyramid reflects a form of western cultural and scientific hegemony (Bouzenita & Boulanouar, 2016) that privileges “individuality” and “individual improvement” over more family-oriented, socially embedded, collectivist needs and values (Yang, 2003). A third reason we provide a novel presentation is that to this day, Maslow’s thinking is misrepresented in the psychological corpus. Psychologists have ignored his second pyramid of cognitive needs,1 his addition of aesthetic needs, and his statements about the significance and importance of transcendence. Textbooks continue to present his theory with the iconic pyramid of needs, a pyramid which is not only a stale snapshot of his 1943 statements, but is in fact, and this is the fourth and final reason we need a new presentation, an ideologically rooted misrepresentation. Maslow never represented his theory as a pyramid, or in any geometric form (Bridgman et al., 2019) for that matter. The closest Maslow came to suggesting a geometric symbol was his use of a metaphor of nested boxes to caution against a simple listing of needs (Maslow, 1943b). In fact, the pyramid, Figure 2, is a co-optation and capitalist-friendly framing of Maslow’s theory provided by a management consultant concerned to find a way to use Maslow’s theory to inform more efficient and cost-effective methods to manipulate workers. The hierarchy appeared for the first time ever in a management periodical (McDermid, 1960) where it replaced alternative geometrical representations, like steps (Davis, 1957) and ladders (Wren, 1972), being discussed at the time.2

All the above may provide a justification and motivation for coming up with a new representation, but the question then becomes, why a circle? Not only because Ratkovic, a member of the Nakota First Nation in Saskatchewan, insisted upon a rework rooted in a more Indigenous circular view, but also because (as therapists, parents, and cat lovers who have converted nine adult feral cats to attached members of our family) this is what we have observed, that all organisms have a suite of needs and that they become attached when you
meet these needs. It is also what Maslow himself was suggesting nearer the end of his life (Maslow, 1968, p. 33). Finally, it better represents the empirical reality, pointed to by many critics, that needs are not prepotent, that they are satisfied in parallel, and they are not organised into a hierarchy. If one wants their child to develop self-actualise (align) and transcend (connect), for example, their basic needs must be met consistently and sufficiently for extended periods.

Note that some have suggested that “Maslow’s” pyramid is a “rip-off” of Indigenous thinking, specifically following his visit to the Siksika Nation in Alberta Canada (Feigenbaum & Smith, 2020). While Maslow was impressed with how strong and self-confident members of the Siksika Nation were compared to his contemporaries in the West (Maslow et al., 1982), and while it is reasonable to suggest significant influence, it is clear from his journals that his theories were already in mind prior to the visit. Furthermore, since the pyramid is a businessman’s invention, it is clear that the pyramid does not rip-off from a Tipi, as some suggest (Blackstock, 2011). On the other hand, our circle of essential needs is influenced by Medicine Wheel teachings, specifically Indigenous notions of interdependence and connection. In addition, unlike the business pyramid, our circle of seven essential needs can be seen as the base of a Tipi, with the outer circle being where the community sits in a mutually supportive arrangement, the middle circle representing the members’ connection with each other and with the inner circle, and the inner circle where the fire sits, both warming the community and connecting, symbolically via smoke, the community to the earth and to the creator.
The Circle of Seven Essential Needs – the basic needs

As illustrated in the illustration of seven essential needs above, the outer circle of basic needs includes five categories of basic needs. These categories, which include the physiological, cognitive, emotional, psychological, and environmental needs, are based largely on a systematisation of statements spread throughout Maslow's corpus. Our own additions are noted.

1 Physiological needs – Physiological needs include the need for substances (like food, water, vitamins, air), the need for physical activity (exercise), and so on. Meeting physiological needs keeps the body healthy and growing and is the basis for realisation of full physical and neurological potential.

2 Environmental needs – Maslow's original theorisation included a category of needs which he called "safety needs", meaning essentially safe environments. For reasons of theoretical clarity and as a pathway for including Maslow’s later statements, we reconceptualise safety needs as environmental needs and include not only Maslow’s original need for a safe environment, basically the foundation for Bowlby's original AT, but also Maslow's later suggestion that we need aesthetically pleasing environments at home, work, and everywhere (Maslow, 1954). Environments that are safe, nurturing, secure, calm, and aesthetically pleasing encourage, according to Maslow (1967, p. 197), “free, uninhibited, uncontrolled, trusting, unpromediated expression of the self” and the expression of “pure spontaneity.”

Note, we understand a safe environment to be an environment free from all forms of psychological, emotional, physical, spiritual violence and chaos. We go further than this however and stipulate children, adolescents, and adults also need a stable (including psychological, emotional, and parental stability) and secure (meaning a level of financial security that removes anxiety about work and survival) environment. Establishing these safe environments requires us to confront all forms of systemic violence, including racism, sexism, classism, and ableism.

3 Cognitive needs – The category of cognitive needs as proposed by Maslow include our biologically rooted need to know and understand the world, to know the facts and to theorise those facts (Maslow, 1943a).

4 Emotional needs – Maslow’s original conceptualisation included a category of “love needs.” These needs include our “love and affection and belongingness” needs (Maslow, 1943a, p. 380). To provide a container capable of expansion, we reconceptualise these needs more generally as emotional needs and include the needs for support, acceptance, and inclusion in family, friend groups, and society. Maslow indicated these needs are no less important for physical health and wellbeing than physiological needs. As he said, “No psychological health is possible unless this essential core of the person is fundamentally accepted, loved and respected by others and by himself” (Maslow, 1968, p. 196).

5 Psychological needs – Maslow’s original theory included a category for esteem needs. According to Maslow, esteem needs contain two subsidiary sets of needs, “first, the desire for strength, for achievement, for adequacy, for confidence in the face of the world, and for independence and freedom. Secondly...the desire for reputation or prestige ... recognition, attention, importance or appreciation” (Maslow, 1943a, pp. 381–382). We reconceptualise these esteem needs as psychological needs and include in this expanded category the need for power and the
need for freedom. Freedom was clearly on Maslow’s radar. As he suggests, “Such conditions as freedom to speak, freedom to do what one wishes so long as no harm is done to others, freedom to express oneself, freedom to investigate and seek for information, freedom to defend oneself, justice, fairness, honesty, orderliness in the group are examples of such preconditions for basic need satisfactions” (Maslow, 1970, p. 47). Since freedom to do things requires power to do things, we include the need for power. As Maslow said, power is “the feeling of having some control over fate, of not being a helpless tool, a passive object, a cork on the wave which is tossed here and there by forces out of control” (Maslow, 1961, p. 2). To be in a healthy psychological space, we need to feel confident in our abilities, have solid self esteem, and have the power and freedom to grow and learn in line with our own needs and any community predilections.

To be clear, insufficient and inconsistent satisfaction of basic needs will lead to psychological, emotional, and physical atrophy as well as various forms of psychopathology. Sufficient satisfaction of the basic needs will provide the foundation for not only health and wellbeing, but also for satisfaction of the inner needs. Thus, children are biologically programmed to attach to those who help meet their needs.

The inner needs

Moving on to the inner needs, the first is the need for alignment. Alignment here refers to inner alignment and outer alignment. Inner alignment refers to cognitive, emotional, and behavioural alignment with one’s inner self. If one has natural capacity as a musician, one aligns with that inner musician by thinking, acting, and behaving like a musician. Note that inner alignment is a functionally equivalent reformulation of Maslow’s need for self-actualisation, which originally meant aligning with and “actualizing” one’s “essential biologically based inner nature” (Maslow, 1968, p. 3). Although we feel self-actualisation does, in fact, reflect a real process of actualising one’s essential inner nature, alignment is a superior term because it is, as we shall see below, culturally neutral, whereas Maslow’s self-actualization, which elevates and privileges a Eurocentric, colonial, capitalist-friendly concept of individuality and individual development, is not, despite his claims (Maslow, 1968, p. vi).

The primary benefit of reconceptualising actualisation to alignment lies in its ability to lead us in the direction of less sexist, less Eurocentric, less colonial, less individualist ways of conceiving of human development and human attachment. In line with this, in addition to inner alignment or “self-actualisation” we also propose a need for external alignment, which is our evolutionary programmed and biologically rooted need to align with family, community, traditions, ancestors, and so on. Outer alignment means essentially fitting in and expressing the norms, values, and beliefs of family, groups, community, etc. When we are aligned with our family, for example, we participate in family traditions, represent family values, and provide support for family members. Note, this need for outer alignment drives our oft-observed and essential social nature and empirically observable attachment to groups and organisations, something which organisations like Google and others are more than willing to exploit in their efforts to build a super-productive “herd” of employees (Akorede, 2018; Frazier et al., 2015).

The final inner need, the need at the centre of the circle, is the need for connection to something more than one’s individualised, atomised, self. This need for connection is a reformulation of Maslow’s need for transcendence, which he added to the top of his hierarchy of needs (Koltko-Rivera, 2006) after observing the prevalence of peak and mystical experiences in the general population (Sosteric, 2018a). We rename the need for transcendence...
to connection not only because there is considerable confusion surrounding the meaning of the term (Maslow, 1969), but also because transcendence itself is better understood as a step on the road to better connection and not the actual endpoint. Maslow himself suggested this when he said that one transcends ideology, “enculturation,” “deficits,” psychological trauma, the ego (Maslow, 1968, p. 37), emotional blockage, and so on, to heal, strengthen and establish connection with something more than the atomistic ego. When,  

[The distinction between self and not-self has broken down (or has been transcended) [there is now] less differentiation between the world and the person because he has incorporated into himself part of the world ... His self has enlarged enough to include his child. Hurt his child and you hurt him .... [he has fused] with the non-self ... [which includes] ... not only ... the world of nature ... [but] other human beings ... [to the point that] ..."selves overlap." (Maslow, 1967, p. 103)  

Clearly, Maslow is speaking of connection to something more than the atomized, individual, “actualised” self. Note, Maslow’s conception here is more in line and sympathetic with traditional cultures, shamanic practices, Catholic mysticism, Aboriginal dream times (Lawlor, 1991), and research on modern mystical experiences, all of which indicate the significance and importance of transcendence/ connection not only to other human beings and human groupings, but to nature, but even to divine union with “God” (Ernst, 1997; Kalisch, 2006; St. Teresa of Avila, 2007; Steeman, 1975; Underhill, 2002). Evelyn Underhill points directly to the biological nature of this need when she says that we have an “innate tendency ... towards complete harmony with the transcendent order, whatever the theological formula under which that order is understood” (Underhill, 2002).  

Both the need for alignment and the need for connection are arguably biologically rooted. Internal alignment ensures we enhance strengths while external alignment creates the emotional and psychological glue which helps people connect in families and wider groups, both of which facilitate survival, needs satisfaction, and the full development of human potential. It makes survival sense for individuals and individual families to align and connect with the tribe, the community, the town, the farmer’s union, ecological organisations, etc., because this alignment facilitates inclusion in and attachment to groups, which in turn help individuals fully develop and thrive. A group, a village, for example, can help build homes, produce food, and provide protection for all its members. Groups can also help meet other of our needs, like our need for belonging and, in the case of occupational groupings, our need for self-esteem, mastery, or even purpose. Groups can even meet our need for alignment and connection. Religions and spiritual traditions, for example, like Christianity (St. Teresa of Avila, 2007), Sufism (Ernst, 1997), Buddhism (Bodhi, 2005), Zen (Suzuki, 1994), Indigenous spiritualities (Broker, 1983; Lawlor, 1991), and certain spiritually oriented authors, scholars and elites, all aim to meet our needs for alignment and connection to our inner self, to our community, to our spiritual guides, to our ancestors, and even to the creator. Authentic traditions always provide ethical, moral, and practical guidance (what we might call alignment/connection guidance) designed to facilitate stronger internal and external connection. Consider Catholic “commandments” like do not covet your neighbour’s wife, or Buddhist stipulations to Right Livelihood, both of which facilitate attachment, connection, and community health. Maslow captures this normative aspect of alignment and its relationship to connection with his statements about “intrinsic conscience” (Maslow, 1968, p. 7) and his comments on the “bodhisattvic path” (Maslow, 1964).
Decolonising attachment—the Circle of Seven Essential Needs and eupsychian attachment theory

This brings us to an end of our brief exposition of the circle of seven essential needs and its relationship to AT. The argument is that Bowlby’s original theory of attachment was a premature reduction designed to appeal to scientific principles and ideological prejudices rather than being informed by actual empirical reality, all of which may have facilitated translating unacceptable Eurocentric and capitalist-friendly perspectives into acceptability “at the expense of psychological well being” (Carr & Batlle, 2015, p. 172). Despite the limitations of AT, attachment is obviously important. Thus, the question becomes how to understand attachment without providing a capitalist-friendly, neoliberal reduction. The answer, we feel, is an expanded base, an expanded theory of needs. This is not exactly a revolutionary move. In 2013, Berk, while presenting Bowlby’s reductionist model, nevertheless noted that, “By the second half of the first year, infants have become attached to familiar people who have responded to their needs” (Berk, 2013, p. 428). More recently, Harlow (2021) reviewed several studies which, when combined in their paper, represent a clear, almost Maslovian statement on how healthy parenting is parenting that meets our basic essential needs. It is a very small step from that article to the idea that to understand attachment, human pathology, and human development we should spend time better theorising human needs. The logical place to start, as we have seen, is Maslow; however, limitations require additional theoretical work and a more modern systematisation. The circle of seven essential needs overcomes these limitations. It provides a theoretically refined presentation that captures all of Maslow’s needs in a culturally neutral and ideologically independent fashion, offers considerable inspiration for future investigation, and provides an opportunity to break the destructive colonial/European/capitalist agenda embedded in classic AT. It helps us break the agenda in two ways.

Number one, it helps us move beyond suppressive Eurocentric models because it is impossible to argue that a single unpaid person can meet all the seven essential need categories identified in the circle. The only way to actualise full human potential is to move the locus of human health and full development away from a single female, or even a single nuclear family, to a village, a community, and a society that understands humanity’s complex constellation of needs and that is consequently geared towards meeting those needs. In this extended view, healthy families, healthy teachers, healthy friend groups, healthy spiritual gurus, and even healthy organisations can form a locus of attachment that can contribute to the health and wellbeing of the child, adolescent, and adult by helping satisfy essential needs. This move has the added benefit of allowing theorists to re-evaluate collectivist practices, seeing these in a more positive light and perhaps even using them as an inspiration for developing healthier socialisation practices less corrupted by a capitalist agenda.

The second way this theoretical move helps us move beyond Eurocentric models is that it encourages us to ask Maslow’s eupsychian question (Maslow, 1961). The question is basically how do we create a society that can actuate full human potential, develop broader understandings of, and support for, developing the “ideal, authentic, or perfect godlike human being” (Maslow, 1968, p. 11). Reductive theories like Bowlby’s prevent us from asking these questions because of their assumption that Eurocentric socialisation systems are superior. We already know what we need to do to create disciplined, highly productive workers, so we just need to do that better. However, expanding the needs base brings into stark relief the inadequacy of the European system, a system which arguably sacrifices complete satisfaction of essential needs, particularly our emotional, cognitive, and inner needs, at the altar of capitalist accumulation. Once we begin to see the inadequacy of the extant European system, we can begin to see our modern
capitalist societies, with their environmentally destructive policies, eating disorders, out-of-control obesity rates, violence, depression, suicide, homelessness, and despair, as the toxic socialising (Sosteric & Ratkovic, 2016) shit piles they really are. The more we see that, the more we will be drawn to ask the question, “what’s the alternative”? The more we ask that question, the more we are drawn to engage with the real problem preventing the human species from finding solutions to the world-ending political, economic, ecological, and psychological crises currently unfolding on this planet, which is how to heal the human race from the damage wrought upon them by a system of socialisation geared to enriching a few, while impoverishing and destroying the many. The answer to that question is complicated but surely an important component is provided by the circle of seven essential needs underpinning a more sophisticated understanding of attachment. To heal the human and help them move forward, design a socialisation process that meets all their essential needs. Doing so will create healthy, happy, competent, intelligent, compassionate, and connected human beings less amenable to manipulation, more likely to connect and develop healthy and supportive communities and as the quote by Vine Deloria suggests, more likely to experience a once-more-common transcendent connection.

Since writing the book, I have been gradually led to believe that the old stories must be taken literally, if at all possible, that deep secrets and a deeper awareness of the complexity of our universe was experienced by our ancestors, and that something of their belief, and experiences can be ours once again. (Deloria, 2003, p. xvi)

Of course, since this requires a fundamental revision in norms, values, economic practices, and political orientations, we realise this might sound impossibly utopian. However, in the ecologically and politically precarious, late-stage capitalist environment we currently find ourselves in, it is not outside the realm of possibility. Global economic productivity is sufficient to meet the physiological and environmental needs of all living humans. Guaranteed income plans, which would provide the reduction of work-life necessary to a reorientation of global priorities towards needs satisfaction, could be easily implemented if governments stopped spending so much money on weapons, consumer manipulation, and system maintenance. Finally, a looming survival crisis which will only be accelerated if current anti-democratic trends continue, will provide the collective motivation to make the necessary changes. The only thing preventing forward movement at this point is a recalcitrant elite too addicted to money (Sosteric, 2018b) and power to realise their survival is at stake as well. We feel it is only a matter of time, however, before they start to clue in as well. Once they do, change will be rapid. It is not a foregone conclusion to be sure, and we feel a regression to a global dark age is not outside the realm of possibility, but it is within the realm of possibility.

**Orienting the theory**

As noted in the main body of the text, the circle of seven essential needs emerged as the confluence of a number of related interests, discoveries, and personal and professional experiences. All told, the theory was motivated and shaped by six things:

1. Maslow’s own comprehensive but unrefined, unsystematised, and (as we discovered) hijacked statements about needs and human growth.

2. Ongoing misrepresentations of Maslow’s theory in the psychological literature, particularly the absence of his important cognitive needs, the complete dismissal of his key thoughts on mystical experiences and transcendence (Koltko-Rivera, 2006), and the ongoing reproduction of a colonizing, neoliberal-friendly pyramid to represent his thoughts.
Our shared awareness, nurtured by the critical work of scholars like Anyon (1980), Fanon (1963), Deloria (2003, 2006), and others that the colonial systems of socialisation and social control are geared towards erasing and suppressing full human capacity and potential in order to produce compliant cogs in the extant regime of accumulation, and that these systems are incredibly violent and damaging to everyone, Indigenous and settler alike (see for example our working draft on Toxic Socialization (Sosteric & Ratkovic, 2016)),

Our shared observations of needs, attachment, and psychological health and pathology in clients, kids, and feral cats (observations complicated enough to merit their own paper),

Michael’s mystical experiences (experiences that we discovered are ubiquitous (Sosteric, 2021), psychologically and emotionally impressive (Bien, 2004; Miller, 2004), politically transformative (Sosteric, 2018c)), and therefore unwise to simply ignore.

Our ongoing discussion on how to develop grounded, Indigenous, non-European, decolonised theories of need, attachment, and development.

The gist of it is simple. Recognising that Maslow’s theory was sophisticated, but unsystematised, incomplete, dated and colonised, recognising that current systems of socialisation are toxic and designed to damage and diminish humans in order to create cogs for the “System” (we see this damage daily in our interactions with clients), observing how satisfying all the needs of children leads to psychological, emotional, and physical health, observing that even adult feral cats can develop, over time, strong, tame attachments when you meet their essential needs (food, water, safety, security, etc.), observing the significance and ubiquity of “mystical” experiences, and being motivated to incorporate Indigenous knowledge systems which are non-hierarchical, circular, and embedded in lived realities, we took Maslow’s needs, provided a more systematic categorisation, modified key concepts of self-actualisation and transcendence, and placed it all in a circle that emphasises not the need of the accumulating classes for the low-cost production of compliant, hard working, self-actualising workers, but the needs of individuals, collectives, and the planet as a whole for healthy, intelligent, empathic, and fully developed human beings. The result is a comprehensive theory of needs that rejects the individualised and hierarchical representation of a colonised psychology while presenting an Indigenous-inspired model for moving beyond the “one-dimensional” toxic capitalist system of socialisation.

Notes

1. Why has psychology ignored Maslow’s second important hierarchy? It could be a simple oversight, but if it is, it points to a painful lack of rigour when dealing with Maslow’s work. Another possibility is unconscious bias. The reality is, people are not told the truth about the capitalist system, its imperialist underpinnings, its exploitation of workers, elite manipulation of government, and so on. Perhaps insisting that children be told the truth of things so they can fully understand the world, things antithetical to the functioning of patriarchy, capitalism, brings an uncomfortable, unconscious challenge, and so they overlook this second hierarchy.

2. Management theorists Bridgman et al. (2019) recognise the intractable problems with the pyramid. They suggest the way forward is to use a ladder as the visual icon instead. Despite their suggestion that this better reflects the progressive potentials and intent of Maslow, a ladder in fact, and obviously, retains the heavily criticised hierarchical, individualistic, elitist, neoliberal, capitalist, and prepotent components of the theory, components ironically illustrated by the ladder image presented on page 86 of their article, an image which, remarkably, shows an imperialist male in a business suit planting an American flag at the top of a long, individualistic, and we can assume corporate, climb.
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